- PRESS RELEASE NIGHT NAVIGATOR™ 6065 ON INTERCEPTOR ZODIAC HURRICANE 1300 MACH II
March 15th, 2018 – Port Moody, BC, Canada: Current Corporation and Zodiac Milpro are partnering to
demonstrate their latest fast interceptor equipment for paramilitary and navy end users. Current’s newest
electro-optical system, the Night Navigator™ 6065, is installed on the latest Zodiac Hurricane 1300 MACH II
Interceptor RHIB which will be presented at US military trade shows before going on a world tour.

Discover more at:
➢ Sea Air Space: National Harbor, Maryland - April 9-11, 2018
➢ SOFIC: Tampa, Florida – May 21- 24, 2018
Zodiac Hurricane 1300 MACH II
Mated to four 350 HP outboard engines, the boat is designed with an aluminum hull/ deck and fitted with a dual
console which has a pilot and navigator in the forward position, and a communication and team commander
position for the aft console. The boat has a removable roof, and a folding mast with lift assist/fall protection. The
ZH-1300 OB has a maximum speed of 55 knots, and with its fuel capacity of 1910 liters, it can traverse 350
nautical miles at 35 knots.
Night Navigator 6065
Currents Night Navigator 6065 integrates a cooled thermal imager (MWIR) with 22x optical zoom and HD day /
low light camera 30x optical zoom. Rugged and marinized, it provides 360° situational awareness, detects NATO
target as far as the horizon and tracks targets from multiple sources (radar cursor, ARPA, AIS and video target)
while navigating at high speed day and night. Manufactured in Canada, this compact, gyrostabilized electrooptical system requires minimal maintenance and is the new preferred EOS for fast interceptors & USV
worldwide.
For more information about the Night Navigator™ series or to arrange a demo contact sales@currentcorp.com
ABOUT CURRENT

ABOUT ZODIAC MILPRO

Current Scientific Corporation is the Canadian manufacturer of
the Night Navigator™ electro-optical camera systems designed for
marine applications. Night Navigators are mounted on
paramilitary vessels, coast guard, SAR, offshore specialty ships
such as icebreakers, seismic research, scientific exploration,
mega-yachts, USV and HSC. Choice of configurations include
cooled and uncooled thermal imaging, HD day, lowlight, night
vision, SWIR, laser range finder and non-lethal deterrent laser
dazzler. Rugged, marinized, low maintenance.

The Zodiac Milpro and Zodiac Hurricane brand names identify our
reputation which is built upon our commitment to meeting the
needs of military or civil customers anywhere in the world. We
are extremely strong in the military segment and are number one
in our niche market. Our boats and products are unmatched in
capability, and that’s because we have invested in technology
which sets us apart from our competition. Operators like the
French Navy Commandos recognize our capabilities and are using
our platforms all around the world.
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